**Aims & Scope:**
Dentistry and oral and maxillofacial surgery are medical disciplines using various forms of biomaterials and biotechnologies in almost all clinical situations and therapeutic strategies. These biomaterials and biotechnologies represent a considerable market, a huge field of research and development for innovative products and therapeutic strategies, and probably one of the largest parts of the dental literature. The characteristics of these materials define their potential use and the available therapeutic solutions. In oral and maxillofacial surgery, biomaterials are mostly implantable materials such as implants, prosthetic materials and bone grafting substitutes, but it also includes various forms of bioactive pharmacological products (platelet concentrates for surgical use, termed Platelet-Rich Plasma (PRP) and Platelet-Rich Fibrin (PRF), mouthwashes and gels, antibiotics). Many other pharmaceutical biotechnologies are combined in daily practice, particularly to optimize clinical results in complex clinical situations. The development of optimized biotechnologies is the source of a considerable literature. To understand the present and future of this field, it is mandatory to understand the molecular, cellular and pharmaceutical aspects of all these biomaterials and technologies. In this special issue, the impacts of these materials and technologies in key clinical situations are reviewed and discussed by an international group of researchers. This issue is insisting particularly on the molecular and cellular mechanisms and on the pharmaceutical functioning of these products (implants, bone substitutes, mouthwash, PRP/PRF) in a wide range of oral applications (extraction sockets, implant surgery, bone augmentation, periodontal surgery), particularly in some pathological situations (osteoporosis, infections, peri-implantitis). The overview of this field is a considerable task that requires to highlight the key mechanisms and to extract the rationale of the current biomaterials and biotechnologies, in order to develop new solutions and treatment strategies.
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